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back 16 generations and claim Indian
ancestry. But these people know nothing
of the true Indian culture, he said.
"They're the 'Wanna Be' tribe!"
Bill Miller, 34, is a Mohegan Indian and
songwriter-guitarist-singer. While
visiting the College as a guest of the
Minority Affairs Committee, he lectured
in the afternoon and performed in the
evening. The appearance was his last in
an 11-week tour of colleges and universities across the country.
"What's an Indian?" Miller repeated.
"It's a good feeling. I feel good about
myself."
He grew up on an Indian reservation in
Wisconsin in the 1970s on a diet, he said
jokingly, "of wild rice and knockwurst."
lis father i Indian; his mother German.
Her family never accepted her marriage
- his maternal grandmother once "spat
in my face." tis Mohegan grandfather
was run over by a white man. And his
father ,.vas beaten down by racism.
When Miller was in high school, Indians
"weren't allowed in town after dark.
They thought we'd break windows." His
guidance counselor might have destroyed his dream of attending art school
with her remark that Indians are "welders and bricklayers." But he graduated
from the University of Wisconsin at
LaCrosse with a degree in art.
Miller called the 2.5 million ative
Americans the "most invisible minority
in the United States. Give us a voice," he
urged. Miller is using his voice to bring
Indian issues to the forefront. "I'm
attacking [racisffd \vith my music. I'm
going to go around using my anger in a
constructive way."

To Be An Indian
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"\Vh.it'.., 1t lik.c to be an Indian?" a
'-itudt..~nt
""'"-t"l.iof vi~1t111g
recording artist
8111~Idler during a forum on Native
American ,..,,uc~
"It', a hfe,tvlc," ~Idler replied. He
confc~,cd thc1tgrow111gup he "felt a
notch lowt..·r,I l,..new'my place' until I
wa..,20." ..,with all 111inorities,he
c1dded, being put down is sometimes a
fact of hfe. But 1t''> a ,;;1tuation that's

,omt>tlmc~ 1romc. ~tiller pointed out that
todav 11·~ considered 'chic' to trace roots

Roger Williams College Granted Reaccreditation

"Life is a Cabaret!"

with the General Education Program.
The New England Association of Schools
and Colleges ( EASC) has granted Roger "Through the interim report," the letter
Williams College reaccreditation. For the
says, "the College will be afforded the
first time since the College received its
opportunity to report to the Commission
accreditation, the NEASC has extended
on its continued success in addressing
the evaluation period from five to ten
these important matters."
years. This is the maximum time
allowed between evaluations.
~..,_
The NEASC is a voluntary, non·
In a letter to President William ~'~ profit, self-governing organization
H. Rizzini, the accrediting
rt.;_ whose members are accredited inagency commended the Col- p_
p
stitutions. It is one of six
lege for the vigor and
regional accrediting associations
effectiveness with which it
~
in the United States, and accredits
has addressed "the need for more
schools and colleges in Connecticut,
library space to support the academic
Maine, Massachusetts, 1e,v Hampshire,
programs of the institution." The College
Rhode Island, and Vermont. The next
will submit an interim report in five
comprehensive evaluation of Roger
years (fall, 1990), emphasizing progress
Williams College is scheduled for the fall
made on the library project as well as
of 1995.

Joel Grey's electrifying performance in
Cabaret was enjoyed by 55 alumni,
faculty, and friends. The theatre party
was sponsored by the Rhode Island
Chapter of the Alumni Association, and
was held at the Providence Performing
Arts Center last November.

sg

Prior to the performance, a reception was
held on the mezzanine of the theatre.
Built in 1928, the center was originally a
Loew's State Theatre; it is celebrating its
60th anniversary this year. The building,
listed on the ational Register of Historic
Places, has been meticulously restored to
its original splendor.
Due to the enthusiastic response to this
reception and performance, the Alumni
Association plans to offer additional
cultural programs throughout the year.
L.CO.

Veterans Honored
Students and faculty gathered around the
flagpole in front of the administration
building in early November to take a
moment and remember our nation's
veterans.
Organized by the Roger Williams College
ROTC students, the ceremony centered
around the theme of "Women's Involvement in the Military: Past and Present."
Speeches were presented by ROTC cadet
Michelle Haggerty, a senior, Major Don
Cowart '81, Dorothy Cabral, and Dean
Malcolm H. Forbes.

Speaking on the theme of women in the
military, Haggerty said she was looking
forward to "the many career opportunities offered to women in the military of
the eighties." As a second lieutenant in
the army, she will have a range of career
choices from packing and testing
parachutes to traveling with the medical
corps. "Today's army allows women to
participate in virtually all aspects of army
life," she said.
To conclude the ceremony, alumnus
Cowart asked the audience to remember

the wars that are behind us, "for the
veterans of this nation remain a vital part
of our heritage." Continuing, he said,
"We should reflect on the great debt we
owe all of our veterans. It is not a debt
that can in any way be measured in
dollars. Yet it is a debt secured at a great
price." K.M.

Roser Williams CollcgL'ROTC students raise
the flag to half-111asti11o/1sen•a11ce
of
Vetan,u, Day.

"What can young people do to get rid of
stereotypes?" a student asked. "Books,
teaching tools, have to be redone," he
warned. "All kids are shown are the
negative aspects of ative Americans.
The educational system has to change,"
he said. History is "always from a white
perspective - always from a conqueror's
view."
In closing the forum, Miller advised "We
all need to take a strong stand in our
hearts. We should go back to the roots of
our emotions. We're not that different.
We should all care for each other."
.H.V.

TIii HR/DC[
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Panel Discusses Jewish Life on Campus

Open Division Student Earns Day Care Credential

A first for the College occurred in
November \•vhen students, faculty,
administrators, and staff gathered for a
panel discussion entitled "Jewish Life at
Roger Williams College." Jewish participants vented some emotional concerns
while non-Jewish participants learned for
the first time just how their peers have
been feeling about their Jewish identities.

Rebecca Costa is the first home day care
provider in Rhode Island to receive a
Child Development Accreditation from
the Council for Early Childhood Professional Recognition in Washington, D.C.
The credential is required for licensing in
33 states, but not Rhode Island.

"Before the panel, no one here had ever
,.vished me a Happy Hanukkah," says
Frances Katzanek, director of career
services. "I was fascinated by what my
peers had to say. We've never really
talked about it !Jewish life on campus I
before, and I was intrigued with the
differences in feelings and philosophies.
One conclusion was that we need to
educate the college community that
others have differences in culture here,

differences in how they worship and
what their holidays are, and not just the
Jewish, but also Muslim, Zen, whatever.
If we all knew what each other's holidays
were, we would be that much richer."
Dr. Joshua B. Stein of the Humanities
Division comments, "The venting that
went on \Vas very positive. People found
out that they were not alone, although
the faculty did come to different conclusions. It was good for the students to see
not only that the faculty cared and
shared their feelings, but that the faculty
didn't all agree. Everyone did agree that
being a Jew is not easy, but worthwhile. I
don't think we've ever broached this
subject before. I commend the students
who organized it [the discussion], Sharon
Chazin and Ellen Lackman."
S.M.

Costa is attending Roger Williams in the
Open Division, working toward a degree
in social science with a minor in early
childhood and elementary education.
Faculty member Temple Fawcett urged
her to get involved with the accreditation, a process which took six months to

"I was especially pleased to hear Lux's

view on the importance of poetry by
women, blacks, Hispanics; his general
celebration of diversity," said faculty
member Martha Christina following the
reading. "Lux is a political poet in the
most generous sense of the term and his
presence here had an important place in
broadening our students' perspectives."
Readings will resume in March with Rod
Kessler, a fiction writer who teaches at
Salem State (Mass.). He will read from
his work, Off /11Zimbabwe, winner of the
1985 Associated Writing Program Short
Fiction Award. S.M.

Family member Loretta She/l011(far rig!,!)
a,1dDea11Malcolm H. Forbes(far left)
discuss the Ge11eralEd11cntio11
Program
d11ri11g
Pare11t'sDay. More f/,a11500 pare11ts
visited the cnmpus for the third a11nunlevent
held this fall. /11additio11to catchi11g11pwith
their collegestude11ts,parents met with
fac11ltyand attended pa11eldiscussions 011extrac11rric11far
life, alcoholawareness,study
abroadprograms,a11dmore.
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Eleven children attend her center and
participate in a curriculum stressing
activities suitable for preschool children.
In an interview with the Warren TimesGazette, Costa remarked that "My goal is
to create a happy, safe environment for
children. I saw a need. With moms in the
workforce, I want children to have what
they would have if they were home."

Megabucks for Megawatts

Adventures in Creative Writing
A poetry reading by Thomas Lux in early
December wound up the fall readings
sponsored by the Creative Writing Area.
Nearly 100 people listened as Lux read
fron1 Half Promised Lnmf, as well as
Tarn11t11/as
011the Life 811oywhich was
published in 1983 by Ampersand Press of
Roger Williams College. Lux teaches
writing and literature at Sarah Lawrence
College, and is expecting the publication
of a vvork entitled Missing Perso11sin
1989. He was the recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship for 1988.

complete. Costa prepared a portfolio
which was subject to a twelve-hour-long
review by representatives of the council.
Costa was also observed at work in her
day care center in Warren, R.I.

Roger Williams College was the recipient
of a check for $10,409.50 from the
Narragansett Electric Corporation as a
result of a conservation payback program. In effect since 1985, the program
pays large consumers of energy for their
efforts to reduce wattage consumption.
Joe Sousa, superintendent of maintenance for the College, explained that the
installation of more efficient light bulbs
and fixtures in the campus buildings and
parking lots contributed to the overall
energy savings. The College realized a
significant energy reduction just one year
after making the changes. The money
from Narragansett Electric will be
deposited in the College's electric
account.

3,000 Attend Open House

Group to Study in Soviet Union

Four hundred and fifty-nine prospective
students signed in at the formal Open
House held on campus this fall. Approximately 3,000 people toured the facilities,
filling even the North Campus parking
lot with cars.

Roger Williams faculty and sh,dents will
tour and study in Moscm,v, Leningrad,
and Estonia for two weeks this May. This
sixth annual law study abroad program
is sponsored by the College's Law
Center.

The greatest number of participants were
from Connecticut, and nearly a quarter of
the prospective students indicated an
interest in the Architecture Program.
Director of the Architecture Division Raj
Saksena reported the need to add extra
tours of the Architecture building to
accommodate everyone who wished to
learn more about the program. Many
students indicated an interest in Business, Humanities, and Marine Biology as
well. A second Open House will be held
April 9, 1989.

Four courses will be offered by faculty
members Thomas E. Wright, Esq., Dr.
Mark M. Sawoski, David E. Melchar, and
Roland F. Chase. The program is open to
interested adults and students of other
universities. For more information,
contact the Law Center, Roger Williams
College, 401 253-1040 extension 2021.

Superi11te11de11f
of manttenancc foe 5011:-11
(left) and director of phys,ca/ plant Matth,,i•
White (ce11ter),met itilfh Narraganf,l'fl
Electric's James Freeley.Frel'ieyrrn:-011
cn111pus
lo present the Collese u•ith a check
the funds represe11tn red11ctio11
m cm'rs,y
usage by the Colleged1m11gthe past 1/t'nr.
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ike any city fortunate enough to
possess historic architecture, Newport has grappled with the importance of
preserving its physical history without
closing off modern change. For a young
planner with an interest in historic
preservation, Newport presents a unique
opportunity, and to a certain extent it has
become Christopher Zepp' s workshop.

interned in 1983 in a project cosponsored
by Yankeemagazine and the National
Trust for Historic Preservation, in which
he lived in Beauport Mansion in Gloucester, Mass. He worked with experts
from the Society for the Preservation of
New England Antiquities to restore the
mansion and transform it into a museum.
He helped draw floor plans for the
building, and worked on some of the

Working closely with City Planning and
Zoning Director Bruce Bartlett and other
department staff, Zepp has been able to
indulge his interests in preserving
historic buildings. As Historic Preservation Planning Aide, Zepp has found that
his interests in historic architecture,
writing grant applications, and rehabilitating historic buildings fit nicely into the
city's needs.

exterior and window renovation.

L
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2 Works at
is Dream Job-

-

-

"l find it very exciting and challenging in
terms of how the state works with the
local and federal governments on
projects," Zepp said. "Right now we [the
city planning department[ are working
with the National Park Service on the
Cliff Walk preservation."
Zepp, a 25-year-old native of Long
Island, works mostly on projects in the
city's designated historic district, with a
focus on renovation and rehabilitation of
historic buildings. Since he had concentrated on that area in his college studies,
he didn't have to be persuaded too much
by a friend who encouraged him to apply
for the 'dream job' in Newport in
November 1985. By March 1986 he was
on the job.
"When I got the position, I was told I
would do administrative work for the
Historic District Commission. There
would be certain site surveys and site
inspections to make sure all the construction was done in keeping with what was
approved by the commission.
"I was told that I would be doing a lot of
work on projects for the planning board,
zoning board, and the city council. I'm
also working on projects which have
come along since then, such as the Cliff
Walk preservation, which I'm working
on with Bruce Bartlett, assisting him in
giving the information at the city level to
the National Park Service."

"The volunteer work I did in high school
in New York and the internships I had in
college guided my way in terms of what I
wanted to do in my profession," he said.
"I wasn't sure if I wanted to go with new
architecture, restoring older buildings, or
the government part of it. Through the
internships, I got interested in government involvement and grant writing.
"When I worked with the Society for the
Preservation of New England Antiquities
(it's a nonprofit group), it was always
after grants of all sorts. The society was
interested in getting people to write the
applications, and I learned to write them.
"That is part of what I do here now. It's
great to find money from organizations
that are thrilled to give it to you, and you
can use it to restore projects," he said.

various state and local requirements are

being met in the plans for the renovation
and restoration. "We [the foundation] are
getting very close to getting it operable as
a city property and museum, and
returning a lightkeeper there," Zepp said.
The foundation and its president, Curtis
Bunting, are doing a great job, he noted.
"It's one of the most beautiful locations
in the city of Newport, and only the
people who go out there by boat can
really appreciate it right now."
A fair amount of Zepp's job involves
aiding people through the sometimes
complicated steps of city regulatory
agencies. He estimates that the Zoning
and Planning Department receives
between 10 and 15 calls a day for
information on how to apply to the
zoning and planning boards and the
Historic District Commission with plans

for a building project. He answers most
of those requests, he said.
"We're also in the process of writing

brochures to make it clear to people
[applying to the Historic District Commission] so there are no questions about

ach grant application is different,
Zepp said. When a nonprofit organization wants a grant, they locate a group
or foundation whose guidelines for
giving money fit the project's intent, he
explained. Once he receives either an
application form or guidelines for the
application, he works with the nonprofit
organization to complete the application;
then Zepp submits it to the foundation

E

for its decision.

"I'm also writing some applications for
the Rose Island Lighthouse project as the
grants come along. There aren't as many
foundations as there should be but we
have enough money now to renovate the
building itself and we're off and running."
Zepp has used other practical experience
to work on aspects of the lighthouse
project, helping with physical chores of
stripping down the interior to prepare it
for renovation. And he plans to continue

A 1985 graduate of Roger Williams
College where he received a bachelor of
science degree in historic preservation
and a minor in architecture, Zepp

He heard about the restoration project
when he was hired, and he has worked
with the nonprofit Rose Island Lighthouse Foundation to make sure that

working with the cadre of volunteers
who are doing the actual repair work at
the lighthouse.

the application process." He said the
planning and zoning offices are always
available to answer questions, but hoped
the brochures would be of more assis-

tance to the people they serve.
"Since starting, I have learned more how
the state and city governments work

together. I have learned the city
government's procedures. I also now
understand more about how real estate
and other businesses in Newport relate to

the government."
Zepp applies some of this knowledge in
his work with the Newport Historical
Society, which is conducting an architectural survey of the Historic Hill and the
Point to "tell the state, the city, and the
Historical Society what we have in the
area. It's meant to be used for updating
their own information from a survey

done in about 1973.
"It's been a very hectic job, but I like it
that way," Zepp said. "I know so many
people who drag themselves to work
every day. I really enjoy my job."
ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE
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Marine Biology:
A Different View of the Same World
By Kristan Meyer
Marine Biology is a unique program; it is one of the few undergraduate marine
science majors available in the nation. But many hmes taking a course in marine

biology means having to change the way you think about the world. And if the
faculty have their way, you'll never look at the world in the same way again.
"Terrestrial, living, air-breathing vertebrates get a very biased view of the world,"
says Dr. Thomas Doty, who teaches marine zoology. "It's fundamentally different in
the marine environment - it's a much more complicated environment underwater.
Marine organisms never worry about changes in the environment; the marine
environment has serious issues,but they are never-changing. Students need to

develop an appreciation for those differences. Once they understand the subtleties, we
go on from there."
Part of "going on" means learning to look scientifically at marine life. Dr. Doty's class
involves dissection, and in one lab students are asked to cut the eye off a live lobster.
Then the lobster is cooked, eaten, and 'put back together' by gluing its various parts to
a large sheet of paper. At first, students react in dismay. "It's understandable that they
don't want to cut its eye off," he says. "I don't really like it either. But it is an important demon'>tration of eye structure. The eyes just aren't the same after the lobster has

been cooked." 13uta, they become involved in the lab, students are usually able to set
a,;,idctheir squeamish feelings and let scientific curiosity take over. "There are always

courses, it is basically a vocabulary course. It's a complicated world, and there are lots
of different things to be concerned with and understand." He points out that with the
memorization of terms comes learning. "If students learn the terminology, they have,
in fact, learned the subject. They may not realize that at first. But they'll go on to other
courses and discover that they have a good foundation to follow." Doty realizes that
processing the vast amounts of material presented is difficult, but necessary. "If
students are going to engage in conversations with other biologists on biological
matters, they need this terminology. This is the lingo. If they apply for a job or for
graduate school, the people there are going to talk to the student about what his or her
interests are, and he or she is going to need to converse with them on the same level

using the same terminology. I'm really proud of the ones who do well."
In the junior and senior years, students are introduced to what Gould describes as the
scientific processes. "We try to teach them how to think, how to approach a particular
problem, how to propose the problem, and how to go out and implement and
complete it within a finite period of time," says Gould. Understanding these processes
is important, because the scientist often starts out with a very large question, and

needs to narrow it down. "We want to get any individual who comes through to be
able to think on his or her two feet and think creatively - and to realize that there
may not always be a textbook answer, but the answer may be something which
requires a little bit of this and a little bit of that."

a couple students who jump right in - the rest can gather around and look," Doty
ob-,erves.
l3ut wilter and marine life are just two parts of the Marine Biology Program. It really
mvolve-, lookmg at the whole world - animal, mineral, and vegetable- and
thmking about how our actions affect it. "We think that the earth is infinite. nfortun.1tdy, we're puttmg infinite demands on a finite dimension," says program coordinator Dr. Mc1rkD. Gould. "We try to make individuals more aware that if there's going
to be c1nysolution [to environmental problems I we all have to be a part of it; we can't
divorce our-..elvestrom it because if we do, we're not going to end up as a human
rclCC."
A'::-eye-opening.,,.,

the program is, the main focus is to train students as scientists.
"Science i-.,il ,J...ill.We're going to make sure that they have a good, firm foundation in
.ill of the t,cil'ncer.,,"Gould explains. "It's liJ...ebuilding a pyramid - you make sure it
has il -,trong b.i~e; vou don't start at the ape,." Biology, chemistry, math, computers,
ilnd phy.._ic..,
are all stressed.

Mount Hope Bay provides a natural laboratory, and is used extensively for fieldwork.
"We can fall out of the classrooms and be in the intertidal zone. It's an incredible
environment that we have here," says Gould. Not only do the students study the
water and shoreline, but many of the organisms they study in class are also taken
from the Bay. William Mershon, now retired from the faculty, is a diver who used his
skill to collect samples when he taught marine zoology. He still brings in samples for
Doty, ranging from starfish on up.
But the Bay isn't the only
rocky shorelines, and the
eight students to Jamaica
from the two-dimensional
color system down there.

environment studied. Classes take field trips to salt ponds,
Cape. During the January intersession, Gould takes six to
or the Caribbean to look at a tropical system. "I call it going
black-and-white system here to the three-dimensional,
The Bay is a very rich environment, but there are a lot of

other areas in this world."

Often students will see these other areas through work done on internships. Internships are varied, and often lead to employment. For example, students may work on

The ba..,cof the marine biology major i~ laid during the freshman year. During this
fir~t vear, ~tud..:ntsdon't see much "marine biology" in the classroom. Instead they
concenlrilte on introductory cour~e....During the second year, students take Doty's
m.ir111L' ,oologv course, in addition to others which require them to go into the field -

which usually means tre,king down to the beach at the foot of the College. "Students
will wal, ,,long the beach, probablv spouting Latin, because they start collecting. They
.irL' prL't-enkd with a particular challenge to collect x number of individuals with a
diver~itv of y, and they have to be turned in by a particular time." Gould says.
"There', nothing like being able to put hands-on out in the field, and taking things out
of the field and saying 'wh,1t b thb particular organism?'"

toxicology problems with the department of health, or work in marine fisheries
looking at the genetics or biochemistry of specific species. "We have one student
working for Epcot !part of Disney World in Florida! diving in a tank and loving it,"
Gould points out. "Each internship depends upon the student and what he or she is
interested in. We love to see them find out what they want to go into now rather than
after graduation. It also gives them a leg up in the job market." Although an internship is not required, it is strongly encouraged. Gould points out that some students
don't need to experiment with internships; they already have a good idea about the
type of career they want to pursue. Careers chosen by graduates include everything
from oceanographer to science teacher, and from horticulturalist to environmental
scientist.

This second year is the time when students are required to process a vast amount of
new information. Of the marine ,oology course, Doty says, ''Like most science
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Although the general interests of marine biology majors are varied, they often share a
similar outlook. "The student who majors in marine biology is generally very aware,"
says Could. "We tend to get a student who's more interested in society as a whole.
The individual says 'maybe I can fit into this environment and help solve its problems'." This attitude is an important ingredient in the overall attitude of the program.
Health educator Pauline Vose experienced first-hand the dedication these students
have to the environment. She arrived at her office one morning this fall to find a
group of students waiting to speak to her about health - the health of sea turtles. In
conjunction with the American Cancer Society, Vose's office planned a balloon release
to celebrate the cessation of moking for one day. But, these students pointed out, the
balloons fall into the ocean where sea turtles confuse them with jellyfish. The turtles
eat the balloons and die. Vose quickly revised the program to include a "recapture" of
the balloons by tying them to kite string.
Issues like the concern over sea turtles are always present, but they are not taught
directly in class. Rather, the Natural Science Division sponsors a seminar series to
bring in experts to speak about environmental issues. Many times the speakers are
graduates of the program. Students may also join the atural Science Club, which
plans outing'-. and participates in events like beach cleanups. The issues and concerns
adJre<,:,cJ in the lectures and club activities tend to change over time as environrncntal issues evolve.
Sometime in the future, the Natural Science Division hopes to add yet another
dimension to the program. Faculty members have proposed that the College build a
multi-dimensional facility on the waterfront, designed to house a marine laboratory as
well as crew and ..,ailing facilities. The availability of an on-site lab would encourage
marine biology majors to become more involved in research projects, and would
r1llow for the development of a :,cnior project requirement. Gould stresses that knowing how to do research not only puts students a step ahead in graduate school, but
helps prepare them for the kinds of challenges they will face on the job.
"It's good for students to sec what it's like to do research," Doty agrees. "It's also
good for te,1chcrs. Te;ich111g1s the important thing, but research can stimulate teaching. We ne1..·dnthl.'r projects to stay in touch with the leading edge of what's going on,
otherwise teach111gcan becorne stale." Faculty arc frequently called upon by special
intcn:,;;t group-.. -..uchas Audubon or Save The Bay to act as professional consultants
for rcsc.1rch projects or ~urveys, but few projects are done on campus due to the lack
of a formal facility.
Offered since 1973, marine biology has had a fluctuating enrollment. For the present,
enrollment b up. Doty points to one possible reason for the upswing. "The problems
with the wc1::,teon bcache::,and the carbon dio,idc Igreenhouse I effect on the atmosphere hc1:,begun to rcawc1kcn interest in the issues of science. I believe we can look
forward to an increasing or maintained high level of interest." Gould ag·rees, ''The
best thing that happened was to have medical waste come ashore. It raised the consciousness not of the scientist, but of the individual who owns the boat or beach. Now
that individual will contact the politician. We have to realize that it's our earth and
we're all part of it; we hilvc to try to keep that earth patched together."

A rcsuiL·11tinl
fidd-study ll't:t:k 111 mnrme biology w,11 be offered nt Roger Willinms College this
s1111rn1a.
Open to }ugh school st111fr11ts
who have had n biology co11rse,the week-long program,
sd1t·d11/t-d
for A11g11st
20 thro11gh26, will cons,St of lectures, lnbs, experime11ts,n11dfield trips.
For more 111for111ntw11,
co11tnctDr. Mark 0. Go11/rl,401 253-10-JO,exte11sio11
2087.
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Bryan Beckius '83

John O'Brien '73

Bryan Beckius is a marine biology
instructor with Project Oceanology, an
educational program based in Connecticut. Working on a 50-foot research vessel,
he teaches mainly junior and senior high
students about the environment. The
students take a two and one-half hour
trip to perform on-the-water experiments, looking at both biological and
chemical aspects of the marine environment. Working with "Project O," Beckius
travels from Boston to Nassau, .Y.

A supervising biologist in the state's
Division of Fish & Wildlife (a division of
the Department of Environmental Management), John O'Brien is in charge of a
field unit that coordinates a series of
fishery surveys, research, and management programs. These programs involve
the management of fish resources in
freshvvater ponds and streams, as well as
in saltwater. Based in the Great Swamp
in West Kingston, O'Brien travels
throughout the state to look at fish
populations. In his unit there are six
biologists and several technicians.

"We explain to students what each
animal is, and what each experiment
means. We try and get them thinking.
There has been more concern lately with
the environment and ocean dumping,
and we want to show them that there is
life out there. Maybe then they can make
better management decisions," Beckius
says of the program. Recently Project 0
came to Rhode Island to take schoolchildren out on Narragansett Bay, a project
sponsored by Save The Bay. "It was a
chance to give back some of what I got
from the state," Beckius says of the
program.
Beckius also has a master's in marine
science from the niversity of Connecticut, an endeavor for which he was well
prepared by the marine biology area at
Roger Williams. "The program gave me
exposure to different marine environments," he remembers. "Because the
College is small, I got to do much more.
had the opportunity to work with Dr.
Gould doing an independent study with
the EPA [Environmental Protection
Agency J.That got me thinking about
how to develop a research project.
Because of that I was ahead going into
graduate school. I had the ability to
decide what to do and knew how to go
about doing it within a given time frame.
The teachers deserve a lot of credit they were always there if you wanted the
extra help; they would bend over
backwards to help you."

The job covers a wide variety of management projects, from constructing and
monitoring fish ladders to studying
winter flounder populations, and
conducting surveys of juvenile fish and
striped bass. They do fish sampling, age,
and growth studies. Fish are marked and
recaptured, using radio telemetry techniques. About his \·Vork,O'Brien comments, "We are doing a good job
managing the resource to the benefit of
Rhode Island fishermen."
A fishing, diving, and boating enthusiast,
O'Brien decided to enter the field
through his exposure to the resource in
these activities, and because of his study
at Roger Williams. The Marine Biology
Program "prepared me very well. Each
of the courses in Natural Science required that I do a number of papers
which were considered research," he
remembers. "In graduate school a
number of courses were a review of what
I had studied at Roger Williams."
O'Brien earned a master's in animal
science frorn the University of Rhode
Island. He is a member of the American
Fishery Society, and has served as
president of the southern New England
chapter. He is also a certified fishery
scientist.

Beckius' wife Gretchen Ebelt Beckius '82
is another marine biology graduate who
went on to get her master's, but she chose
a botany degree at the University of
Massachusetts. She is now a research
assistant in electron microscopy at the
University of Connecticut Health Center.
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Protecting Our Environment
While the College is training scientists in the methods and skills needed to study and
understand the environment, citizens' groups such as Save The Bay are fighting the
daily battles to protect the I arragansclt Bay shoreline from the ravages of pollution
and ovcr-developmenl.
Trudy Coxe, e;,..ecutivedirector of Save The Bay, sees a great need for the type of
scientist that colleges like Roger Williarns and the University of Rhode Island are
turning out. But, she says, "we need to inculcate into the scientist's mind that it's not
enough to be in the lab; they've got to help environmental groups and go to zoning
board meetings. They've got to put a little bit of effort into what happens in our communities. Colleges should be teaching students to be activists as well as scientists and
to ~pend time doing some work and making their comrnunities better." A veteran of
the environmental w,1rs (she's been executive director since 1979), Coxe is on the front
line daily and know~ how effective active, environmentally minded citizens can be.
Save The Bay wa~ formed 18 years ago with the stated mission to act as the watchdog
for Narragansett Bay. The organi7ation got its start in Tiverton, R.I., when a proposal
wa~ made to build an oil refinery on the shoreline. As Coxe recounts it, seven people,
including a shell fisherman, a lawyer, and a housewife, questioned the value of this
refinery .ind literally knocked on every door in Tiverton to ask if people really wanted
thic: refinery. After many months, the town council said "no" to its construction.
"It becarnc a national story," Coxe recall~. "It was written up in Life rnagazine, in
Header'sDige:;/,in Mnrle111oi
....
c/le- it was a story that gave hope to people. If you were
well organized and well informed, you could change the course of decision rnaking in
your communityyou could take on city hall or an oil company and ,vin."
ave The Bay began with these seven people, and has burgeoned to a membership of
10,000. The office is supported by a full-time staff of 18, but the strength of the
program is its cadre of volunteers, 500 of whom are very active. They do a wide range
of work, frorn atlending public hearings to v.'riting articles, and helping with fiscal
planning. "It's wonderful," says Coxe. "What an assortment of people who bring
tremendous skill to the organization. For every dollar that was donated to Save The
Bay, $1.82 worth of '"'Ork was done. We did a lot more work because of our volunteers."
VVilhits outspoken, aggressive, and impatient approach to proble1ns, the organization
ha~ made itself heard. Its basic philosophy is to deal with the "enemy" first; to sec if
changl'c: can be made. "Because Save The Bay has been able to achieve a degree of
credibility and respect, developers arc coming to us prior to entrance into a community to asl us what our opinion would be. Truly the developer wants to know what
our objection-, will be -there's a lot of time saved that ,vay." Besides time, there are
other motivation~. "It's not ever fun to be embarrassed publicly," Coxe says. "If I were
,1 developer and went to a 7oning board meeting, and I looked out and there were 200
n1en1bcrs of Save The Bay !:,itling in the audience ready to 'boo,' I would probably
wonder why I didn't try to tall to the group and make some accommodations."
Co'\e hopes that the day will cornc when there is no longer a need for citizens' groups
like Save The Bay. Although ~he feels the group has made great strides, there is still a
lot of work to be done. "Our greatest accomplishment, besides water quality and land
issues, has been to help restore and renew a sense of purpose about Narragansett Bay.
But we have to convince people that they can change the world, and then show them
how to do it." K.M.
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M. Anne Szostak Intends to
Takethe "Mystery " Out of BoardRelations
Appointed to the Board of Trustees just
one year ago, M. Anne Szostak has
jumped in with both feet. Szostak serves
on the steering committee for the campaign for the new library, and has
recently agreed to be a part of the
Honorary Degree Committee. But
perhaps her biggest challenge lies in
chairing the Board's new Long Range
Academic Planning Committee. With the
goal of improving communication
between this comrnittee and the college
community, Szostak intends to help
people understand how and why the
committee reaches the decisions it does.
Currently, "there's still some mystery to
it," she says.
Szostak brings to the Board an impressive background of interaction with
people and with college trustees. As a
liberal arts graduate of Colby College
(Waterville, Me.) in 1973, she began a
notable career that has led to her present
position as corporate vice president in
charge of human resources for Fleet/
orstar Financial Group. Szostak has
been with Fleet for 15 years, and is that
company's highest ranking woman
executive. As she was starting out in her
career, Szostak also earned the distinction of being the youngest trustee in the
history of Colby College. She served as
trustee for several years, and is now an
overseer for Colby. Szostak is also a
trustee of the Providence Public Library,
and has just finished her term as president of the Rhode Island Bankers
Association.
From her office on the 18th floor of the
new Fleet Building in Providence,
Szostak spoke about her background and
her impressions of Roger Williams
College. Thoughtful and confident,
Szostak expressed her positive feelings
about what she considers a very professional staff. She is enthusiastic about
Board Chairman Ralph Papitto's plans to
have more interaction between the Board
and the college community. "Students
and faculty have a feel of the pulse of the
college, and the more the trustees can
understand that, the more that they'll be
able to make informed and enlightened
decisions on policy matters," she says.

Recently Ocen11State 811si11essfeatured
Szostak as "one of the highest ranking
women in the Rhode Island professions."
She is, however, modest about her career
and accomplishments. When asked to
give advice for women starting out in
careers, she thought for several moments
and responded: "feel comfortable with
whatever role you choose, whether it's

going into business or staying home with
a family or a combination of both. Feel
comfortable with the role you take and
realize that with some hard work and a
sense of humor and flexibility, in today's
environment, you can make a lot of
things work. There is a lot of opportunity
for women who want to make that commitment." In her own life, Szostak
balances her career with a family of two
young daughters and a husband who is a
sports writer for The Providencejournal.
The establishment of a Long Range
Academic Planning Committee is a nev,,
venture for the Board. The committee
formed last summer, but suspended
activity until late fall in order to give the
new dean, Dr. Malcolm H. Forbes, time
to become acquainted with the College.
Also on the committee are Stephen J.
Carlotti, Dr. Victoria Lederberg, President Rizzini, and Dean Forbes. "We have
intentionally kept the comrnittee small in
the beginning, knowing that we may
·want to broaden it or have other subcom-

mittees," Szostak explains. "Also, we
wanted to be sensitive that we're not
duplicating the work of the dean's
office."
One of the challenges facing the committee is to establish a clear set of criteria for
deciding the future of new and existing
academic programs. "What v,:e need to
do is establish a methodology so things
aren't a surprise; so people understand if
we start a program," she says. "I'd rather
see us do a few things well, than a lot of
things so-so, and I want to make sure we
keep our money behind programs that
have the most appeal as well as competence and skill behind them. I feel
optimistic that we can find a way that
will make some sense and can communicate it so there is a good understanding."
Personally, Szostak's goals for the committee involve not only improving communication, but coming up with a long
range plan for the allege that is
generally understood and accepted. "Part
of the strategy with the Long Range
Planning Committee is to ensure that \\·e
have some consensus building, that
people feel they're part of it and that
there is the opportunity for open
exchange. In an acaden-iic community,
you've got to have that. I feel optimistic
that with time and hard work we ,\·ill be
able to think through the issues and opportunities and help shape the course
here."
For the fiiture, Szostak sees the need for
increased support from alumni to help
make the visions of the College become a
reality. "I like the saying that there are
three ingredients for a good trustee:
wealth, wisdom, and work. Anv one of
those w's is a contribution that i; greatly
needed and greatly appreciated; not any
one at any time is greatly needed more
than any other. As the College is getting
older and alumni are in prominent
positions, we are going to need their
support and their commitment to
perhaps give something back to the
College in their leadership roles. I think
it's critical to give alumni the opportunity to provide that wealth, wisdom, and
work to the College."
ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE
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A Tip of the Hat to Dianne Crowell '82
By Sandra Masison '87
Dianne Crowell '82 wears many hats.
Literally. The author and director of And
the Melody Lingers 011 1, a musical retrospective of Irving Berlin's career, Crowell
was inspired by the theatre area's collec-

tion of vintage hats. More than 25
chapeaus are featured in the musical
production.

time she has attended the College and
earned her B.A. "If anyone had told me
fifteen years ago that not only would I
have my college degree, but that I would
be a college teacher, I would have said,
'okay - you are crazy!' " she laughs,
with a roving wave of the hand, circling
her attic-like office in the College's
Performing Arts Center. And she laughs

The musical has been enormously

because here she is, among dozens of

successful -

black-and-white glossies that smile and
stare from the slanted walls.

it has been performed not

just at Roger Williams College, but at a
national theatre convention in Provi-

dence, a ;hopping mall, and a nursing

Once you enter her office, you know

home. The phone calls requesting that

you've met a friend. Her students know
it, too. "These are alumni who now work

the play be performed at restaurants,
organization::., and clubs has continued
since ib debut in early November.
What's unique about the play's successis
a hat that Crowell hc1sn'tworn - that of
a formal student of script writing.

in the field," she says, gesturing toward
the photographs. "There are actors and
actresses, directors, producers, dancers,
designers - you name it. When it comes
time to do the taxes, my husband puts

But Crowell didn't actively pursue a
career in the footlights. She describes the
Dianne Crowell of fifteen years ago as a
typical American housewife. She left
college, in fact quit college, to marry,
leaving her dreams behind without a care
in the world. She never had to think
"what about my career?" as women

today most adamantly demand. It was
simply the thing to do.
She married and remained in the small
ew England town she had grown to
love as a child, Barrington, R.I. She had
four children, and before she could catch
her breath, she was not only wife and
mother, but Boy Scout den mother, Girl
Scout leader, PTA member, women's
church group member, children's piano
teacher - then it happened.

75' under 'dependents.' That's for the

A friend of Crowell's overheard a

A member of the faculty for 14 years,

alumni who call rne day and night, every

conversation in church. A man was

Crowell has written a myriad of plays
and directed more than 75. During this

day of the week, to tell me how they're
doing."

saying he needed a piano accompanist,
and pronto. Crowell's friend interrupted
him, saying she knew an accompanist.
The man was William Grandgeorge of
the theatre area at Roger Williams; the
accompanist to be, Crowell.

.,
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,,,LINGE

"I crawled in through the back door lat
Roger Williams I," Crowell remembers
with a good-humored laugh. "Bill
Grandgeorge needed an accompanist for
Fa11tastiks,
and I could play the score. The
next spring he called me for another
performance. After that, I was asked to
teach piano part-time in the music area.

From there I became a vocal coach,
started the College chorus, and later
became the instructor for the course

M11sicnlComedy, which is what I teach
now.

"When I became a student, I would teach

"I received my B.A. in 1982. The theatre
was very different then. We had to build
sets in the fine arts building and literally
drag them across the lawn to the classroom building. The janitors hated us; the
teachers, too. We had rehearsals while
classes were going on either side of us. It
was very difficult," she remembers.
Classes are now held in the Performing
Arts Center, and Crowell teaches Musical
Comedy there 32 hours a week. "I teach
the students in the class individually. We
and then as a group at the end of the
week. This way, they can really learn,"
she says.
Crowell has always had a passion for
music. Her first grade teacher phoned
her mother and said, "I think she has a
musical itch. She keeps going to the
piano and banging on the keys."
At age five, piano lessons began. At age
10, she had her first public appearance at the Omni Biltmore Hotel in New York
City. Performances and positions as an
accompanist followed her through high
school and into college. But only once did
she get a case of the nerves and walk off
the stage.
"It was a state-wide high school competition. I had always played by sight, never
by memory. The competition required
that you play by memory. There were so
many people there. I looked out across
the people, and that was it. I couldn't do
it. I walked off the stage. I vowed never
to be unprepared again, but more
importantly - and this I teach my
students - to never let anything
interfere when you're on stage. When
you do, then it's over.''

a class and then turn around and sit in a

class with the students I had just been
teaching. One of those students was my
son. We took classes together, and sat at
the dining room table at night and did
our homework together. He even took
my course. That was fun. He's a great
kid." Today Bo Crowell is a professional
dancer and choreographer.

Barbara Weber

Dr. PJ11ll1p
S:mher

Financial Aid Barbara Weber, former
director of financial aid, has been

Szenher Chairs Conference
Dr. Phillip
J. Szenher of the Career Writing Area

appointed to the same position at Riviera

served as conference chairman for the

College in New Hampshire. She had
been a member of the Rhode Island Asso-

1988 New England Collegiate Newspaper Association's (NECNA) third annual
conference held this October at Bentley
College in Waltham, Mass. The conference was attended by 80 student journalists from the New England states.
Michelle Baccarella, a sophomore and
managing editor of the College's student
newpaper, TheMessenger,was elected
vice president of ECNA for 1988-89.

meet one-on-one for 45 minutes each,

For Crowell, her career in theatre is far
from over. "The theatre area is moving in
the right direction. We're educating raw,
young talent, watching them grow and
blossom into people of the theatre. It's
very satisfying for me to watch this. And
I learn so much from them. When I stop
learning, then it will be time for me to

ciation of Student Financial Aid Admin-

istrators (RIASFAA) Professional Development Committee. Weber also served as

a trainer for RIASFAA for the state high
school financial aid nights held in every
Rhode Island high school.
Design Commendation
Raj Saksena,
AlA, director of the Architecture Division, has received a commendation for

design excellence from the Boston
Landmark Commission for the design of
a two-story addition to an historic

building - 58 Deerfield Street in the
Back Bay /Bay State Road Conservation
District in Boston. The Commission
noted that "the addition harmonizes well

with the scale, materials, and overall
form of the original building and
sensitively respects the open space of the
site." The Commission expressed its
appreciation for Saksena's "contribution

toward maintaining the integrity of the
site and the district." In addition, Saksena
spoke to an aluntni group from the
Harvard Business School about the
Architecture program. The MBAs
traveled to Roger Williams for a dinner
meeting in order to see the building and
to hear Saksena speak. "They were the
most responsive group I've spoken to
about the program, and asked the most
probing questions," Saksena commented.

Chassaing Presents Papers Dr. Rulph
Chassaing, a faculty member at the
College for the past thirteen years,
recently presented two papers at the 1988
Annual American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) Conference. The
papers, "Senior Project Course on
Applications in Digital Signal Processing
with the TMS320" and "A Digital
Broadband Noise Synthesis with
Multirate Filtering Using the
TMS320C25" have also been published.
At the 1989 conference, Chassaing will
present a paper for a session examining

ational Science Foundation ( SF)
grants. Chassaing has received two such
grants over the last two years. Chassaing
also served as the instructor/coordinator

for two three-day workshops on Digital
Signal Processing for faculty members
and engineers. The workshops were held
on campus in July of 1988 and again in
January of this year.

move on."
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Record Released Marilynn Mair,
adjunct faculty member in the Fine Arts
Division, has released an album of
seasonal music. She and her husband
comprise the Mair Davis Duo, and record
music for mandolin and guitar. The
So1111di11g
Joy- /vl11sicfor the Winter
Holidays was released through North

Fang Receives Gubernatorial Appointment Dr. Pen J. Fang, coordinator of the
Engineering and Technology Division,
has been appointed by Rhode Island
Governor Edward D. Dil'rete to the
Rhode Island Heritage Commission and

l

to the Board of Appeals for Fire Safety
for a three-year term. Fang is an engineering consultant and advisor to Toray
Industries, Inc. of Japan, a chemical con-

fusniks. The result of the project, he says,
will be "an article on their lives, situations, and hopes." Stein will make the

trip in the spring of 1989. In December,
Stein ~poke at Temple Sinai in Cranston
on "The Stiltw, of the Soviet Jewish
Community in the 'Glasnost' Era." In
addition, Stein'~ book, LieherFre1111d:
The
IA•tter, of Clniule Golrls1111rl
/vlo11tefiorcto
So/0111011
Schechter 1885-1902, has been
published b University Press of America.
Jannitto amed Moderator Director
of sports information, recreation, and
intramurals Marcus Jannitto acted as
moderator of a discussion entitled
"Development of the Student Worker" at
the ational lntra1r1ura\ Recreation

Sports Association (1 !RSA) Region I
Conference at Killington, Vt. Jannitto is

state director of NIRSA.

Clark Published
Into the Silence, a
collection of short stories edited by

manufacturing complex at Quonset

Point, North Kingstown, R.l. He also represents Roger Williams College on the

c:;ft'111

Stein to Meet Refusniks Dr. Joshua B.
Stein has received a Roger Williams
College Research Foundation grant to
travel to the Soviet Union to intervieh' re-

company.

glomerate which is building a large

Rhode Island Technical Council.
Or Jo~Jma
B

Star Records, a Rhode Island recording

Thompson Receives Honorary Appointments Dr. Bruce J. Thompson, coordinator of the Social and Health Services
Program in the Open Di vision, has been
awarded honorary appointments as
assistant clinical professor in the Department of Community Health at Brown
University and as adjunct assistant
professor in the Treatrnent Methods

Carol DiPre/e

Dr. Mel A. Top[

Di Prete Elected Carol DiPrete, assistant
dean of academic services and libraries,

Common Cause

has been elected vice president of the
Rhode Island Library Association. The
Library Association was established in

1903, and is the largest and oldest such
association in the state.
New Administrator Named

Mary

Sequence of Smith College School for
Social Work. The College's Social and

Medeiros has joined the professional staff
of the Center for Counseling and Student

Health Services Program has recently
developed three certificate programs:
substance abuse, human resource
development, and school nurse teaching.
The programs are open to students
enrolled in social and health services and
to non-matriculated students who wish
to increase their knowledge and skills in
these areas.

Development. She has experience in both

New England Theatre Conference

Humanities faculty member Betsy Argo
gave a presentation at the New England
Theatre Conference's 37th annual
convention in Providence. Her presentation was entitled "The All-Purpose Voice

- How to Develop It: How to Keep It
Alive and 1Nell." The focus was on
den1onstrations of voices required for
public communication in stage, radio,
and television presentations; warm-ups;
and voice sustaining techniques.

the college counseling setting and outpatient and in-patient mental health
settings. She has a master's degree in

clinical psychology and is currently

acclairned author Andre Dubus, includes

Dr. Mel A. Topf,

faculty member in the Humanities
Division and former acting dean, was
elected to the Governing Board of
Common Cause of Rhode Island at the
organization's annual meeting in
October. Topf also serves on Common
Cause's Ethics Committee and is an

appointee of the Rhode Island
Governor's Commission on Ethics in
Government.

Student Success Program Presented

students use the computers to improve
writing and communication skills.

Dr. Mark D. Could,

Pauly also helped school systems in

atural Science

Richards, of the Student Life Office, and
dean of students Dr. Karen R. Haskell
presented a program entitled "Increasing
Student Success and Self-esteem - A
Student Affairs/Faculty Model" at the
New England Region Conference of the

Cary Keighley,

the Bristol County Chamber of Commerce for a term that began in January.

Keighley has been with the College since
the fall of 1987.

Pauly is the new director of the com-

psychology.

Division coordinator, Frances Katzanek,
director of career services, Nora

Keighley Appointed

director of institutional advancement,
was named to the Board of Directors of

Pauly Director of Computer Lab
Social Science faculty member Ralph F.
puter lab at the Providence Hebrew Day
School. The lab is for students from
kindergarten through high school;

completing her doctorate in clinical

a story by faculty member Geoffrey
Clark. The new book was published by
Green Street Publishing Company
(Cambridge, Mass.).

Rehoboth, Mass., set up teacher-training
programs on computer use in the
classroom

National Association of Student Personnel Administrators. The program
presented the content, evaluation, and
research on the class, S11ccess
Strategies,

offered at Roger Williams each fall.
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AnabolicSteroids
,

Hit or Myth?

By Marcus Jannitto

Although their clinical names - methandrostenolone, oxandrolone, stanozolol, etc.
- may not be familiar, few athletes, coaches, or sports fans are not aware of anabolic
steroids. Commonplace slang tenns such as "juice" and "raids" are heard every day

in local health clubs, corner gyms, and high school and collegiate locker rooms.
Whatever they are called, the fact remains that anabolic steroid use is one of the most
important and controversial substance abuse issues of the times. But are these drugs
really a hit with athletes, or are the benefits a myth?

Weight gains of 30 to 40 pounds, together with a 30 percent increase in strength, are
not unusual. Unfortunately, the user commonly ingests, either orally or by injection,
up to 100 times the amount considered clinically "safe." (Users normally begin with
10-20 milligrams per day, often escalating up to 500 milligrams per day. This equates
to hundreds of dollars per month.)

Thirteen players returned from last year's

team, including high scorer Todd Bartol

Developed in the 1930s, these synthetically produced hormones were used to treat

(Danvers, .vtass.), a junior, who is second
in that category so far this year. Kedn

malnutrition, skeletal problems, and anemia. The first use of anabolic steroids as an
ergogenic aid (using a substance or technique to increase athletic performance) was by

carbohydrate diet. In many people, the placebo effect accounts for some of the gains
derived. By expecting to be stronger, they do become stronger, mainly resulting from

scorer, \vith seven goals and 10 a<,sistsm

the East Germans in the 1950s, who gave

more intense workouts and a shorter recovery period. There are limits to the er-

IOgames.

their athletes synthetic testosterone to
increase their standings in strengthrelated international events. By the early

gogenic benefits, however. Increased muscle bulk will not make the athlete faster,

Currently, it is estimated that over one
million Americans are using anabolic

steroids illegally. Whether obtained from
forged prescriptions; illegal mailings;
unscrupulous doctors, pharmacists, or
coaches;or the dealer hanging out in the

local gym, the estimate of the Food and
Drug Administration is that the illegal
selling of steroids has become "a 100million-dollar-a-year black market."

more flexible, or increase his or her endurance. Thus, the most common users among

high school and collegiate athletes are weight lifters and football players. Outside institutional circles, users are usually bodybuilders and powerlifters. Elite athletes are

Windsor, Ct.) was named to the AllTournament team, and Betsy Ducharme
(Salem, N.Y.) was voted the tournament's
Most Valuable Plaver. Sandv Vinton
(Holden, Mass.), a -senior an-d last year's
leading scorer, returns this year as
captain. Vinton joins the team after
playing as captain of the women's

substance were found in his system.

Even with the health risks, the lure of anabolic steroids is tremendous. Yet steps must
be taken to counteract the growing popularity of steroid use and abuse. The law
enforcement agencies are just beginning to crack down on steroid importation and
distribution. In many states, anabolic steroids have been classified as controlled
substances with strict penalties being imposed for their possessionand distribution.
The governing bodies for sports are well on their way to minimizing the use of

steroids by their athletes. The National Collegiate Athletic Association, the United
States Olympic Committee, and the International Olympic Committee have all
instituted successful, although sometimes limited, drug testing programs. Position
statements by such organizations as the American College of Sports Medicine, the
National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics, and the National Strength
and Conditioning Association provide administrators and athletes with research
information on the problem of steroid use.

forms, principally from the male

Here at the grass roots level, coaches, athletic administrators, educators, and con-

cerned individuals have the opportunity and the responsibility to positively influence

responsible for the powerful develop-

students and athletes. This influence has to go beyond scare tactics and presentation
of the facts. Education is the first step; however, it is the follow-up and reinforcement
of values that has the greatest impact on student-athletes. Participation in organized

athletics and recreational programs provides students with that part of a college
education that may only be touched upon in the classroom. The athletic staff are concerned with the teaching of "right things": personal integrity, problem solving,
controlled action under pressure, and the respect of process, among others.

The results of the artificial introduction of testosterone are varied in both men and
women. Common side effects include sterility and impotence in men, and irreversible
masculinization in women. For both sexes, research has shown that liver cancer, acne,
increased nervous tension, increased aggressiveness, prostatic cancer, lowered cellular
immunity, water retention and swelling of the extremities, strokes, and cardiovascular
disease are all possible side effects. In children and young adults, steroids can stop

bone growth, thereby stunting physical development.
Why, then, use steroids at all? The answer is simple: in terms of athletic performance,

they work. Clinical studies, though showing mixed results in the past, increasingly
show significant gains in body weight, muscle bulk, and strength in dedicated users.

The women's basketball team is 3-3,
including a win in their home Tip-Off
Tournament. Amelia Bearse (South

Olympic sprinter Ben Johnson, who lost a gold medal because traces of a banned

hormone testosterone which is primarily
mental changes that occur during puberty and early adolescence. The effects on the
body are both androgenic (masculinizing) and anabolic (building up of muscle tissue
and bone, and the growth of red blood cells). Anabolic steroids are manufactured to
maximize the anabolic effects, but the two are so interrelated that the androgenic
effects cannot be totally eliminated.

Bessette (Smithfield, R.I.) is leading

constantly seeking the "edge" over their opponents, as was the case last summer with

Anabolic steroids are derived in various

THE BRIDGE

Facing the most challenging schedule in
its history, the hockey team is enioying a
7-3 record half-way into the season.

The simple ingestion of anabolic steroids alone will not induce strength or weight
gains; usage must be accompanied by resistance training. The greatest gains come
from a combination of steroid use, intense weight training and a high protein/

1960s, professional football coaches were
handing out steroid pills. Recognizing
the growing problem, the International
Olympic Committee began testing athletes for anabolic steroids in the 1976
Olympic Games in Montreal.
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It is a naive assumption to think that the issue of anabolic steroid use confines itself
only to large universities or to the professional ranks. No college is immune to the

problem; it is more a question of degree. Here at Roger Williams, the Athletic Department formalized a drug education program in the fall of 1986. During each of the
three sport seasons (fall, winter, and spring), the program brings in drug and alcohol
professionals to speak of their experiences to the student-athletes. The latest in this
series was a seminar entitled "The Use and Abuse of Anabolic Steroids" held this past
November. Organized by Joel B. Dearing, director of athletics, and Michael Medeiros,
head trainer, the program was attended by over 200 students, athletes, and area
professionals.

volleyball team in the fall. In volleyball,
she was named honorable mention on

the All-New England Team by the "'\ew
England Volleyball Association.
The men's basketball team is 2-➔ after
losing a close one in the final game of the
Roger Williams Invitational. Vincent
Godwin and Lee Marelli (Hampton
Falls, N.H.) were named to the All-Tournament team. Godwin, from \,Vashington, D.C., was last season's leading
scorer, a\'eraging 18.7 points per game.
With nearly two-thirds of the season left,

Coach Dwight Datcher '74 expects the
Hawks to continue to play a fast-paced,

pressure style game.
According to coach Joel Dearing, the
men's volleyball team is "alive and better
than ever." Several strong freshmen,
including Mark Mastin and Tom Dube

(both from Coventry, R.I.) will back up
veteran attackers like Charlie McCarten
(Pawtucket, R.I.) and Mike Palazzo

(Cranston, R.1.),and the team should
improve on last year's 13-6 record.
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NOTES

1970
Granger Jerome is a teacher in the Fall River
school system, and has served five terms on
the Newport Town Council. Jerome holds a
master of arts degree in teaching from l3rown
University. I le also teaches at the University
of Mnss.ichu~etts and Southeastern Massachusctt-, University. Jerome resides with his wife
and two children in I cwport.
Peter Scull has been named director of property management at ECO Properties in North
Providence, R.I. Scull gr.iduatcd from the
Institute of Rc.1I Estate Management, and hcls

managed property in North Providence for
the pac;t ten years. I le will oversee all
departments in the condominium, residential,

.

the Department of Mathematical Sciences at
Montana State University in Bozeman, Mont.,
as a visiting faculty member. He \<\'illbe
working on a book and conducting research
on statistics in ecology and natural science
management.

1974
Edward A. Giarusso was promoted to the
position of International Military Specialist for
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics,
Department of the Army, The Pentagon, in
Washington, D.C. He will be responsible for
policy matters pertaining to the training of
foreign military personnel and the negotiation
of international agreements with foreign
embassy personnel in Washington, D.C.

1979
Gary L. Miller was promoted to security
officer of Durfee Attleboro Bank's Consumer
Banking Division. Miller will be responsible
for overseeing all policies and procedures
relating to the bank's security programs and
Bank Secrecy Act. Miller began his career as a
police officer for the Town of Swansea in
1974, and was promoted to sergeant in 1984.
He graduated from the Southeastern
Massachusetts Police Academy, and is
currently a member of the Massachusetts
Police Association. He is also founder and
former vice president of the Swansea Police
Athletic League. Miller resides in Swansea
with his wife Lori and their two children.

.ind commcrci.il divisions.

1971
Russell J. Ferland has been appointed public
work, director in the town of Cumberland,
R.I. Ferland ha~ been employed with the firm
of Robrn<,on,Green, Beretta Corporation of
Providence for I 5 years as senior project
engmeer. i le and Im, wife Patricia live in
Pawtud,ct with their two <;ons.
Frederick A. Geary 1s pur,;uing a master's
degn:e m bu<.me..,<,
Jdministrat1on at Providence College. Geary is a salesman, and a
member of the Republican town committee in
W,1kd1dd. I lei,; a girls' ~oftball coach in
Narr.igansctt where he resides.

Anne T. Caldarella has been appointed
a,.:-1<..tant
director of student services at the
Umver:,1ty of Rhode J<.\;ind,College of
Conhm11ng Fduc,1tion. In her new position,
,hl.' 1, n.:.•,pon,1blcfor the ,upcrvision and
trammg of the p1..•cr
counseling staff, teaching
a couro;c m p1..•er
counsel mg, and providing
per,onal and c.ircer dcvdopment counseling
to ,tudenb C.1ld.irdla hold::, a master's
degree rn coun,ehng from the University of
Rhode Island. Formerlv, she held the position
of ad1unct 1n,tructor of psychology and
director of public relations at Roger Williams
College.

1973
Brian C. Dennis, associillC professor of forC'SI
re::-en·es and ::,t.ttisticsat the University of
ldilho, ha-. been granted a s.-1bbaticalleave for
the 1989-90ac.,demic year. He plans to join
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Donald H. Angelo was promoted to assistant
treasurer in the Indirect Dealer Department of
Citizens !kink in Providence. Angelo joined
Citizens Bank in 1977. He graduated in the
top 10 percent cf his class at the University of
Oklahoma I ational Installment Credit School.

1975
George W. Graham holds a certificate in
drafting from Rhode Island School of Design,
and is technical director at Hallmark Findings
in Warwick, R.l. For the past 10 years, he has
been a member of the North Kingstown TO\-vn
Council, and was president for four years.
Graham is also a member of the Society for
Mechanical Engineers, and is past president
and coach of the North Kingstown Soccer
Association.

1978
Bill And rake, a science teacher at Swampscott
(Mass.) Junior High School, was featured in
the Dady Eve11111g
ftem newspaper for
building an ine,pensive marine science lab in
a vacant room of the school. In the article
And rake says, "Teachers don't have time to
go to the beach. This way, we'll have ,1 supply
of live animals here." The saltwater pool
holds starfish, horseshoe crabs, shellfish, and
anemone. Andrakc's students and other
teachers from the North Shore area will use
the lab as il resource center.
Joseph R. Paolino, Jr., mayor of Providence,
R.I., was featured in a cover story in the
November 27 issue of the The Providence
Jounial S1111day
Maga::.ine.The article was
about his relationship with his father, Joseph
Paolino, Sr., a real estate developer in
Providence.

Scott olan was appointed loan officer of
First 1ational Bank of Joliet, Ill. Nolan joined
First National in 1988 folJo,.,vingseveral years
with the office of the Comptroller of the
Currency. In his new position, he will be
active in commercial and mortgage lending.
He and his wife Judy live in Joliet.

1982
1980
Bruce Sundlun, an Honorary Degree
Recipient, was elected 29th president of
Temple Beth-El, after serving as senior vice
president for the past two years. Chairman
and chief executive officer of Outlet Communications, Sundlun is an active community
and temple leader. He is trustee for the Rhode
Island Philharmonic, the Providence
Preservation Society, and Trinity Square
Repertory Company. He is president of the
Providence Performing Arts Center and the
Newport Art Museum, and is a member of
the Providence School Board.

1981
Laura J. Barbeau received a master of arts
degree in American studies from the University of Maryland. Barbeau is a resident of
Bristol, R.I.
Joseph N. Holman was appointed head of the
Somerville East Branch Library in East
Somerville, Mass. Holman recently graduated
from the University of Texas at Austin with a
master of library and information science
degree.
Barbara J. D. Listenik recently displayed her
collection at Jammins' Restaurant in New
York City. Listenik, a prominent oil painter,
has exhibited in several galleries throughout
the East Coast and Hawaii. Her work has also
been published in many literary magazines.
Listed in and featured on the cover of the
Encyclopediaof Livi11gArtists, she is also
represented in many private collections.

Michael Heston, Vermont State Police
trooper, has become the third state trooper to
be assigned to the Mad River Valley on a fulltime basis. Heston moved to Vermont four
years ago, and is a member of the U.S. Marine
Reserve.
James Higgins, Public Safety Commissioner
of Pawtucket, R.I., was honored in a recent
testimonial. Higgins retired last spring after
28 years of service ilS a Providence police
officer. A recipient of many awards and commendations, Higgins won the Rhea Archambault Award, the department's highest award
for valor in 1976, and was named Policeman
of the Year in 1978. Higgins was the only
police officer named to the commission thc1t
researched, organized, and estc1blished the
police department's program dealing with inhouse arrests of policemen. He lives in
Pawtucket with his wife Lucy ilnd their three
children.

Final Call
for Directory Information
Repre<,entat1\·es from the I larn, PubJi..,hmg Com pan~· are making fmal telephone
callc.,to \·erih· information

tor the

11l'\'

Roger \Vil ham, Colleise Alumni DirL>ctorv. lnforrnation to be n.•nheJ include..,
na1;1e, academic data, addrL'..,..,, and
phone number

You may reserve your per'>onal cop,·
when the Harri<.,representatn·l' call..,; th1...,
will be your onh· opportunit,· to bu, tht:
directory.
If you have not n.,n•i,·ed the 1mtwl
questionnaire nor the follo\,·-up c,111,

pleac.,e contact the Alumm Ottice. Rtlger

\Villiams College, llnstol, R I 02hllY; 2;3_
10-10 (In-state) or SOO-l;h-,l-1-1 (toll tree
outside JU.).

Bruce J. Long is president of Long Ade Inc.,
vvhich holds the Del's frozen lemonade
franchise for Aguidneck Island. Long is a
charter member of the West Side Association,
the Middleto\'-m Lions Club, and the Fraternal
Order of Police. He and his wife Valerie have
one child.

1983
Mitch Lasky is district manager for the
information systems division of Brother
International Corporation in Piscataway, N.J.
Lasky is living in Norwalk, Ct.
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Raymond J. Quintin has been awarded a juris
doctor degree from the Nev-.'England School
of Law in Boston. Quintin, a dean's list
student, received a I 985 Trustee's Scholarship
and was a 1986 New England Scholar. He also
received the 1986 American Jurisprudence
Award in professional responsibility. A
patrolman with the New Bedford Police
Department, he and his wife Karen Anne
have two sons and reside in South Dartmouth, Mass.

firm's business, industrial, nonprofit, and
residential clients. Palma is an associate
member of the American Institute of
Architects and also holds a Rhode Island real
estate license.

1984

1987

Susan L. Sartini of Little Compton, R.I.,
JOmcd the st.iff tit Attleboro Pcnvtucket
S.ivmg.., Bank as assistant trust officer in the
bank'<, Attleboro office. Previously, Sartini
held positions at First Bristol Cmrnty National
JJ;rnk.,Sentry Fl'dernl Savmgs Bank, and was a
p.iral..:-galfor Desmarais and Desmarais, Inc.
She,.., Jlr.,o an MIJA candidate at Southe,1stern
M,1r.,<.achu,;etbUniversity.

Richard K. Brown was appointed senior
process engineer of the Titleist Golf Division
of the Acushnet Company located in New
Bedford, Mass. He will be responsible for
quality assurance support for nevv process applications. Brown, a resident of Chepachet,
R.I., is a member of the American Society for
Quality Control.

1985
llmar J. Filhaber, [).E., has opened an office
for ckctncal and mechanical engineering and
related r.,crv1ce.,m the Dayville section of
Norwtc.h, Ct Filhabcr ,., a ccrlified milnufactunng engineer who 1<.licen~ed to practice
l'ngtnl.'l'rtng 111 Connecticut and Rhode Island.
I le ha.., more than 25 year::, e,pcrience in
tmh,..,trwl cngmccnng, and holds several U.S.
p,11l'nh tn the field of electrical transmission
and connection
Janel M. Godek h,1r.,been appointed service
n.•prL'"cntativc of RICI IA, a health maintenance org,1nizatmn based m Rhode Island.
She will be the pnmary RICI IA liaison for
comp.inie.., 111 p.irh of northern Rhode Island
,ind bordering Ma~<..ilchuscttscities and
town.., Formerly, odd. worl-.ed for Aetnil for
16 \ll'ilr..,_She re~1de<;in Somerset, Mass.

\
P1111/11
Inc:- Palma '85
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Paula Ines Palma of East Providence has been
nJmed iln 11Hernarchitect with Blount Bennett
Architect<..,Ltd., of East Providence. In 1985
P,1lma received Roger Williams College's
arch1tectur,1\ award for the best overall
performance of a graduating fifth year
....
tudcnt. She will be 11wolvcd mall phases of
.irchitectural de~ign and development for the

1986
Thomas Carberry was promoted to assistant
treasurer in the real estate investment group
of Old Stone Corporation in Providence.

Susan E. Hankins, Army Private First Class,
has completed National Guard basic training
at Fort Dix, N.J.
Mark D. Kirkland, Navy Petty Officer First
Class, has been a\varded the Navy Commendation Medal for outstanding accomplishments. Kirkland is currently serving at Naval
Technical Training Center in San Francisco.
He joined the Navy in 1977.

1988
Kathleen Coleman is a fifth grade teacher at
St. Elizabeth's School in Bristol, R.I. She also
teaches sixth, seventh, and eighth grade
science classes.

Marriages
Jud;th F. Donnelly 72 lo Paul J. Connolly,
October 9, 1988
Richard B. Du Faull '76 to Sharon Clontz,
September 24, 1988
John Michael Calitri '80 to Karen Ann
Boufford, August 20, 1988
Michael A. Calitri '80 to Ellen J. Clerkin,
October 15, 1988
George Henry Savella '81 to Barbara Caputo,
October 22, 1988
Jennifer Anne Toohey '81 to Richard Joseph

Vacca, November, 1988
Thomas M. Courcelle '82 to Susan M. Normand, May 21, 1988
James J. Rindos '82 to Christine Ann Lautz,
September 17, 1988
Lynne S. Baldwin '82 to David M. Bruce,
September 16, 1988
Thomas P. D'Ercole '83 to Elizabeth A. Der
Vartanian, October 16, 1988
John. L. Bertoli, Jr. '84 to Dawn Michele
Gazarian Radwick, September 10, 1988
John Michael Carnevale '84 to Jennifer L.
Reed, September 25, 1988
Tracey A. Fazzone '84 to Stephen J. Mencio,
September 23, 1988
Joseph R. Kelley, Jr. '84 to Maureen E.
Horner, October 22,1988
Nadine Pires '84 to William Hoerle, May 14,
1988
Lisa J. Carr '85 to David Curtis Brennecke,
October 2, 1988
Susan M. Cook '85 to Bruce H. McCombie,
September 17, 1988
David Michael Murtough '85 to Gail
Thompson, October 9, 1988
Joseph P. McGuire, Jr. '86 to Kathleen E.
Sperry, August 20, 1988
Darcy A. Ross '86 to William R. Munson,
August 20, 1988
Mary Eileen Coughlin '87 to David E.
Currier, April 23, 1988
Eric J. Liegeot '87 to Linda A. Tierpack,
August 27, 1988
James M. Lopes '87 to Lori A. Braga, October
8, 1988
David S. Miller '87 to Debra J. Jungwirth '86,
October 8, 1988
Kim M. Stevens '87 to Sarkis M. Sarkisian II,
October 8, 1988
Michael Eric Hopton '88 to Robin J. Petrone,
September 24, 1988
Carl F. Oaklund '88 to Angela T. McDonnell,
October 1, 1988
Edwin Merle Schulz '88 to Jacqueline Theresa
Silvia, June, 1988

_

Deaths
Charles E. Anthony '73, an engineer for the
Kopin Corporation, Taunton, Mass., died
November 12, 1988. Anthony was an
electronics research engineer for the Foxboro
Instrument Company for 29 years. He was an
Army Air Force veteran of World War II, and
served in the Pacific Theatre. He was active as
a coach in the Swansea (Mass.) Little League.
He leaves his v,,jfc Shirley A. (Vera), his
mother, three daughters, and a son.
Richard L. Doody '87, a decorated Massachusetts State trooper, died October 31, 1988, in
an off-duty car accident a mile from his home
in Halifax. Doody, a 16-year veteran of the
Middleboro State Police, received four
commendations during his career. He is
survived by his wife Marilyn and two
daughters.
Richard A. Soares, Esq. '83, a May graduate
of New England School of L;iw, died
September 22, 1988. His brother Stephen
wrote that Soares "worked long and hard to
achieve his goal" of becoming ;i lawyer.
Stephen also related th;it his brother was a
"warm and caring person \-vho always tried to
help others. Richard touched the lives and
hearts of a great many people." In addition to
his brother, he is survived by his parents,
Stephen and Evelyn Soares, of East Providence, R.I.

Births
Scott Nolan '81 and his wife Judy had their
first son, Christopher, July 17, 1988. He
weighed eight pounds, two ounces .
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Callfor Alumni Council Nominations

REUNION WEEKEND

Nominations are now being accepted for officers and members-at-large of the Roger Williams College
Alumni Council. All graduates of the College are eligible to apply for this honor. The Alumni Council
meets monthly on the Bristol campus. Officers and members volunteer by serving on committees and
working with the college community. Their primary interest is to benefit the College and fellow
alumni through their ongoing support.

"Building the Bridge to Tradition"
The Roger Williams College Alumni Association is pleased to announce that Reunion Weekend '89 will take place May 19-21, 1989.
Join fellow alumni, faculty, and friends for a weekend of renewing
old friendships and forming new ones. The campus will be alive
with activity, as this is also Commencement weekend. Relive graduation and welcome the newest alumni at Sunday afternoon's Commencement ceremony.

Alumni can play a vital role in the future of the College by serving on the Alumni Council. If you are
interested in applying or nominating a fellow alumnus/a, please fill out the application form below
and mail it to: Alumni Office, Roger Williams College, Bristol, R.I. 02809. The deadline for applications
is March 15, 1989.

1--------------------------------------7
I

Application for Alumni Council Officers and Members-at-Large

The preliminary schedule of reunion activities includes a Friday
barbecue at the Performing Arts Center; an evening cabaret starring
theatre alumni; a Saturday bus excursion to Newport; a visit to Fall
River's Heritage Park, Battleship Cove and Fall River Marine Museum; a harbor cruise and buffet on the Bay Queen; the Natural
Science Division's annual barbecue and volleyball game; Sunday
brunch with the Trustees and the Honorary Degree recipients; and
much more.

I
I

Check one:

I

own application

nomination of another alumnus/a

I
I

For the position of:

I
I

I
I
I
I

President

Secretary /Treasurer

President Elect

Member-at-Large

Name

You will receive complete details and weekend package prices in
February. If you have questions or comments, call Lianne Oberg in
the Alumni Office; 401 253-1040, extension 2005, or toll free 800 5487144 (outside R.I.).

Class

I

Address

I
I

ily / late/Zip

I

I

Employer

I

Job Title

Business Address

I

ity/ talc/Zip

I
I

I

Telephone (home)

I
I

Date

(business)

Signature

I

I

n a separate sheet of paper, describe in narrative style any offices held or campus activities in which
you or the nominee were involved as a student at Roger Williams College. Also describe any current
memberships in civic or social organizations. Resumes are also welcome.

I
I
I

I

If you h,we any questions, telephone Lianne Oberg, Director of Alumni Relations, 401 253-1040,
extension 2005, or toll free 800 458-7144 (outside R.1.).

I
I

L ______________________________________
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